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Abstract 
Transportation sector has the highest growth rate of greenhouse gas emissions compared to other sectors. 
The fact that the current practice of freight transportation strategies is not sustainable in the long run, 
motivates the urgent need of sustainable transportation strategies with less negative effects on the 
environment and the society. As one of the possible sustainable solutions, collaborative planning of freight 
delivery has attracted the interest of professional and scientific communities. This work illustrates some 
strategies of the collaborative freight transportation.  
 

Introduction  
Transportation sector highly affects the three main dimensions of sustainability, i.e. society, environment, 
and economy. Figure 1 shows how the European economy (indicated by GDP) is tightly correlated to the 
growth in the goods transportations for several years [1]. On the one hand, such tight correlation indicates 
the important role that road transportation plays in the sustainable growth of the economy in Europe. On 
the other hand, this increasing use of road transportation has negative impacts on the environment. As 
shown in figure 2[1], compared to other sectors in Europe, CO2 emissions due to transport activities are 
increasing with an average rate of 2.6% from 1995 to 2016. In 2016, CO2 emissions due to road transportation 
accounted for 72% of the total CO2 emissions due to all modes of transportation (see figure 3 [1]). Road 
transportation also affects the society, for example around 39,000 deaths in EU in 2008 are due to road 
transportation [2]. Adding to these facts that in 2011, cities has 69 % of road accidents [2].  
To alleviate the externalities of road transportation, sustainable transportation solutions have been paid an 
increasing attention by governmental and private business organizations. The fact that the current practice 
of urban transportation strategies is not sustainable in the long run, motivates the urgent need of sustainable 
transportation strategies. Thus, the current practice of logistics companies needs to be changed into a 
sustainable logistics management with less negative effects on the environment and the society. There is a 
wide variety of solutions related to the green transportation, such as the use of electric vehicles, collaborative 
transportation systems, and other environment-friendly transportation network configurations.  
The literature on collaborative logistics is very rich in several works. Most of existing works on collaborative 
logistics have focused on maritime and air transport, while research on collaborative logistics in road 
transportation is still rare and recent. In general, there are two types of collaboration, i.e. vertical and 
horizontal collaboration. Vertical collaboration is made by actors in the same supply chain at different levels, 
an example can be found in the work of Azab et al. [3] while horizontal collaboration is made by actors in the 
supply network, working at the same level and having compatible performance on the market, an example 
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can be found in the work of Karam and Attia [4]. For a more boarder and detailed description of the 
collaboration in freight transportation, the reader can examine the survey of L. Verdonck [5]. 
 

 
Figure 1: Variation in GDP, goods transportation, and passenger transportation with reference to values in 
1995 [1].  

 
Figure 2: Variation of CO2 emissions in different sectors with reference to the values in 1995 [1]. 

 
Figure 3: Share of different sectors in the total amount of CO2 emissions through 2016 [1]. 

 
Collaborative freight transportation strategies  
In the past decade, many scholars have studied collaborative freight transportation strategies, i.e. order 
sharing or joint route planning, capacity sharing or backhauling, and consolidation center.  

• Joint route planning: this strategy is also known as order sharing which necessitates that all carriers 
deliver all their logistics data about delivery orders, delivery costs, and the delivery fleet to a 3PL who 
makes all routing decisions for all collaborating carriers such that overall delivery performance of all 
carriers are improved compared to non-collaborative delivery. This collaboration strategy may 
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require some logistics costs to transfer the delivery loads between the depots of the collaborating 
carriers. Figure 4 shows an example of joint route planning between three carriers.  

• Capacity sharing: this strategy is also known as backhauling which aims to reduce empty running by 
filling completely empty vehicles or to increase loading factor of vehicles running. Online freight 
exchange platforms are good tools that can help carriers to match available capacity and advertised 
loads. In addition, when carriers collaborate by sharing the capacity of their vehicles, this does not 
require carriers to share their full logistics data about their orders and delivery fleet and so, carriers 
are still able to make some of their routing decisions separately.  Figure 5 shows an example of 
capacity sharing between three carriers. 

• Consolidation centers:  consolidation center is a cargo handling facility located close to the delivery 
area. Consolidation center is usually an intermediate stage in a two-level delivery structure. Carriers 
send their goods by large trucks to the consolidation center, then the delivered goods are 
consolidated onto friendly environmental vehicles for delivery to their final customers. Consolidation 
centers enable increasing load utilization through consolidating loads of different carriers in the same 
delivery vehicles.  
 

 
Figure 4: Non-collaborative (left) vs. collaborative scenarios (right) for joint route planning betw    
een three carriers [9]. 

 
Figure 5: Non-collaborative (left) vs. collaborative scenarios (right) for capacity sharing between 
three carriers [9]. 
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Figure 6: Non-collaborative (left) vs. collaborative scenarios (right) for freight consolidation center 
[9]. 
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